
BESPOKE LUXURY SKINCARE

beauty menu



INTO FAIRY TALE
Unlock the secrets of Mediterranean beauty. Pristine nature, clean air, 

water and unspoiled soil, created a fusion of divine, pure, and nurturing 
supreme skin care collection, blended into perfect harmony. Nature’s 

finest, carefully selected organic essentials, turned into rich, sophisticated 
and luxurious spa & wellness concept, are like a bouquet for your skin, 

wrapping you in beautiful essence of pure magic.

Eva Maria evokes quality without compromise to bring you a truly 
memorable experience. 

Our every bottle is infused with love, the warmth of the Sun, the freshness 
of the Mediterranean Sea breeze, and our essentials become your 
inseparable everyday companions on the precious journey of life.

Bespoke luxury skincare



EVA MARIA DELUXE RITUALS
Discover the world of EVA MARIA luxury rituals for couples or 
individuals.

EVA MARIA - A DREAM COME TRUE
Royal ritual of magnificence. Pure spa perfection tailored to sweep 
you off your feet. Wild select organic plants mixed with flower of 
salt, the supreme mineral exfoliate, will prepare your skin for all 
the beautifying wonders that are to follow. You are literally going to 
be balmed in oil elixirs for active skin renewal during a wonderful 
relaxing massage, followed by a 24K gold facial with liposome 
serums wielding their magic upon you... Worthy of a high-class 
royalty. Your body, mind and soul are intertwined in harmony and 
sensational feeling of complete and unforgettable satisfaction.

EVA MARIA - HAPPILY EVER AFTER
In Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Ophelia says: „There’s Rosemary, that’s 
for remembrance“. The wild, resilient branch of fresh rosemary 
symbolizes love and fidelity. Immersed in warm beautifying, anti-
age oil elixir, the branch releases active essentials for endlessly 
comforting and relaxing massage, vigorously toning the body. The 
most exquisite natural herbal facial is to follow, deeply hydrating and 
stimulating skin renewal for wonderful and long-lasting glow.

Let your dreams and energies bond forever during this lush and 
invigorating ritual that you will so fondly remember as a wonderful 
stroll through the golden Mediterranean fields.

1790 kn
235 EUR /219 GBP  

90 min

1960 kn
259 EUR /239 GBP  

90 min



SUPERIOR FACE CARE

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH - ANTI-AGE EXTRAORDINAIRE
Dive and drift away to a magical world of youth and beauty. This instantly 
rejuvenating and deeply hydrating face ritual, plumps your skin revealing its 
beautiful fairy-like glare. Discover the power of liposomes massaged with unique 
lifting technique endorsing cellular oxygenation process for instantly visible facelift 
effect. The lavish 24K mask of gold prepares your face for exquisite anti-age oil 
elixir massage. Superior Restoria hyaluron face cream boosts fibroblasts to produce 
collagen for exceptional tone and firmness. When the ritual is done, and you look 
yourself in the mirror, you will know you took a sip from a fountain of youth.

ADMIRE. 
Once upon a time in a realm of Admire lived the fairies of timeless and unparalleled 
beauty. The key and the secret of that beauty was liposome magic. They picked 
wild organic Immortelle flowers, right from these Mediterranean hills and blended 
them into supreme beautifying clay mask that deeply purifies and minimizes pores. 
Every new dawn they massaged their faces with special technique allowing the first 
fraction supreme anti-age oil elixirs to enhance their skin tone, and supreme cream 
for powerful overnight regenerative skin process. Spend an hour in the realm of 
Admire, for in front of you lies a truly memorable journey, revealing the secrets of 
absolutely perfect skin.

ANGEL EYES
The eyes are the windows to your soul. This immediate nurturing, eye beauty 
booster feels like poetry on your skin. Its only objective is to protect and rejuvenate 
especially delicate skin around your eyes, using liposomes to revitalize the structure 
of these fine skin cells. The astounding nourishment comes from 24K golden leaf 
therapy directly placed right under your eyes, performing wonderfully on the 
microcellular level, enhancing circulation. Specially tailored massage technique for 
area around the eyes boosts fibroblasts to activate collagen production for intense 
firmness and tone. Finally, the superior hyaluron cream will ensure that when you 
walk onto the terrace tonight, everyone will know who’s the fairest of them all.

HEAVENLY WAVES
There are moments to dazzle, there are moments to shine, and there are moments 
to just be beautiful. For those particular and special moments, one should treat 
themselves with the ultimate anti-gravity facial that bases its power in specific 
and unique combination of powerful oil serums and Eva Maria signature 
massage movements that flow like energy waves through your face, endorsing 
microcirculation and performing as a face muscle tissue workout. Your face feels 
so toned like it’s been to the gym. The essential oils and active ingredients instantly 
boost and lift the features for a truly amazing natural face lift effect. So heavenly!

CRYSTALIA
With the power of the rose quartz crystal wands, this unique Eva Maria signature 
massage technique enhances microcirculation of the skin, boosting the natural 
oxygenation process of the cells for swift rejuvenating results.

CRYSTALIA MINI

1090 kn
145 EUR /135 GBP  

90 min

760 kn
99 EUR /95 GBP  

60 min

660 kn
85 EUR /79 GBP

45 min

660 kn
85 EUR /79 GBP

60 min

660 kn
85 EUR /79 GBP

45min

460 kn
59 EUR /55 GBP

20min



SUPERIOR BODY RITUALS

MEDITERRANEAN BLISS
Here, where the sea softly kisses the shore flourishes the most 
exquisite Mediterranean flora. Fairies of the Wind and Sea 
harvest these modest little plants and flowers that possess 
extraordinary beautifying properties. The core of this amazing 
ritual is to cleanse, tone, and purify your body. Supreme 
organic salt exfoliate applied with invigorating massage 
technique enhances microcirculation, energizing the cells 
and boosting natural skin regeneration process. Sensational 
tingling feeling of awakened body and senses leaves the skin 
blissful and mind peaceful.

REVERSO & REVERSO
Ultimate anti-age luxury massage collection.

Remarkable anti-age massage that acts immediately, providing 
deep skin regeneration and visibly minimizing wrinkles. 
Skin becomes clean and soft, toned and endlessly nurtured, 
showing a sophisticated youthful glow.

PRIMA BALLERINA
Delicate and shielding beauty massage.

Sophisticated lavish ingredients protect, nurture and tone the 
skin, enhancing its beautiful, subtle and healthy glow, while 
minimizing small imperfections, wrinkles and lines.

A WALK IN THE CLOUDS
Delicate and relieving new mom massage.

The irresistible silky texture makes the massage soothing and 
pleasant. Leaving your skin felling protected, nurtured, and 
glowing.

890 kn
119 EUR /109 GBP

90 min

560 kn
75 EUR /69 GBP

45min

360 kn
49 EUR /45 GBP

45min

390 kn
51 EUR /48 GBP

45min



SUPERIOR MAN

MAN ABSOLU
Royal facial for a man who knows what a genuine quality 
skin care is. Perfectly balanced superior active ingredients 
are adapted to nourish, protect, and stimulate vitality. The 
astounding nourishment comes from 24K golden leaf therapy 
directly placed right under your eyes, performing wonderfully 
on the microcellular level, enhancing circulation.

Superior Aloe Vera face cream tremendously soothes and 
hydrates the skin for swift and long-lasting results.

BLACK TIE
This ritual is tailored as a perfect suit for a black tie event. 
After a proper and thorough purification of your skin 
followed by profoundly indulging liposome serum therapy 
that will immediately sooth, hydrate and restore perfect 
balance of your skin. Fine selection of supreme oil elixirs 
performed by a special face massage technique that boosts 
circulation and leaves your skin endlessly nurtured followed 
by a gentle massage with superior face cream for a final perfect 
accomplishment.

PERSONAL BUTLER
Tailored for him.

This ultimate high-end, rich ingredient massage will provide 
instant rejuvenation, boost vitality, and skin balance. The 
nutrients minimize wrinkles and fine lines, leaving the skin 
soft and deeply hydrated.

PASSWORD RICH
Deluxe head and neck massage, including face, scalp and 
beard care, tailored for superior relaxation and extreme 
indulgence. Ultimate skin care for him.

960 kn
126 EUR /119 GBP

90 min

660 kn
85 EUR /79 GBP

45 min

490 kn
65 EUR /59 GBP

30min

490 kn
65 EUR /59 GBP

30min



www.emc.style
office@emc.style

+385 91 943 7723

Behold, for beauty has arrived.

For beneath the beloved veil
all is seduced 

with her face of divine
perfection introduced. 

Enchanted in the mist
of celestial bliss

is the everlasting kiss
sweet potion of desire.

For only the chosen
shall wield this precious gift 

to hold beauty forever
in the realm of Admire.


